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ABSTRACT. Management of biosecurity threats to forests and indigenous trees needs to address the legacy of colonising practices that have prohibited diverse knowledges from being included. This work is urgent and challenging in the context of mobile tree
Introduction

At the turn of the millennium, the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO, 2007) began to work with an understanding of biosecurity as a strategic and integrated approach to minimise risks to human, animal and plant life, along with risks to the wider environment. Despite a further 15 years of effort, biosecurity capabilities required for working with multiple intersecting values and diverse science practices are still underdeveloped (Barker & Francis, 2021). Indigenous approaches to tree care present wider possibilities for biosecurity practices and discourses. There is now an appreciation of the co-benefits for human health, particularly when trees themselves are well and healthy (Harcourt et al., 2021; Hill et al., 2020). However, the influence of Indigenous knowledges remains constrained. A narrow set of relations with trees prevail, giving more attention to forms of life than ways of life (Marzano et al., 2017; Tsouvalis, 2019). The methodological choices researchers make are part of the problem, often embedding distorted social relations with trees (Dyke, 2018). Here this challenge is addressed. The authors present the choices they made about the terms, concepts and methods they would engage with as a group of biosecurity researchers.

Critically positioning research is an important step in the process of planning for research impact (Maclean, 2022; Muhammad et al., 2015). It has the potential...
to reconnect tree-human relations both in place and conceptually. The positioning work addressed in this paper was undertaken at a time when relational approaches were gaining attention through the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) policy-making setting (Díaz, 2015). While human dimensions of forest health had been formally acknowledged, work with relational values through IPBES was still limited (Pereira et al., 2020a, 2020b). Social research into biosecurity had typically only been funded for one-way behaviour change, policy socialisation and communication strategies to convince or alter audiences rather than listen to their feedback (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2007, 2009). Behavioural change focuses responsibilities on individual actions and typically avoids the kind of cultural legacies and responsibilities (Diprose et al., 2022) being addressed through the Mobilising for Action programme of research outlined in this special issue.1

Being non-Māori researchers with a justice orientation, the authors recognised the need for reflexive, participatory and critical approaches to examine cultural assumptions shaping current biosecurity practices (this focus on practices is partially informed by Shove, 2010). Engaging the identity of ‘non-Indigenous’ reflexively and productively, their work opened dialogue about possible tree-biosecurity relations (a need signalled by Head & Atchison, 2009; Healy, 2006). For some, this meant a rejection of researcher objectivity as an epistemology (Haraway, 2017). For others, it reaffirmed their epistemological stance as action researchers (Kemmis, 2019). Networked across several related programmes, the authors acknowledged that (while hard to capture in reporting practices) work such as this develops individually through the mix of initiatives, topics and places in which they are involved.

Uniquely situated across Aotearoa|New Zealand and Cymru|Wales, this group of social scientists were invited2 to connect with Indigenous Māori scholarship and biophysical research for iconic trees in Aotearoa|New Zealand. They assessed, through literature and document reviews and – most significantly – group reflection, the values and practices underpinning biosecurity and how these shape relations between people and trees. The group used the process of writing this paper3 to explore conceptually and in practice (partly informed by Kemmis, 2009) the paradox that research can, at the same time, both create potential solutions for tree health and generate the relationships and conditions that prevent tree health. A methodology for a 3-year project was then developed to identify practices caring for and with trees in both Aotearoa|New Zealand and Cymru|Wales (see ‘Healing Fragmentation of Forest Biosecurity Networks: A Conceptual and Reflexive Mapping Analysis of Postcolonial Relations that Matter in Aotearoa and Wales’ in this issue of Knowledge Cultures by MacBride-Stewart et al. for initial findings of this research). Additionally, a reflection tool and process were designed to support groups involved with biosecurity as they reflect on and reframe social relations for biosecurity. This paper solely outlines the knowledge space the authors have
positioned their work in; additional papers elaborate on the resulting methodology, findings and contributions of the 3-year project.

**Exploring the Relationality with Biosecurity Is Important for Trees**

Exploring relationality is a practice bound with responsibilities to others and our own practices. This paper provides a situated illustration of this understanding. Tynan (2021) explores what the current turn towards relational thinking means for Indigenous knowledges when, as she states, Indigenous knowledge is already a relation. Exploring the rationality of biosecurity helps to move beyond a portrayal of biosecurity as actions taken to protect one place or as belonging to one type of knowledge or practice (Malpas, 2012). Informing an understanding of biosecurity as relational, Tynan (2021) emphasises three considerations. First, it is important not to tie down relationality as a concept because it belongs with what is learnt in the processes of forming relationships. Second, relationality matters in Indigenous thinking when what is at stake ‘is a present and future out of balance,’ in part because everything is in relation and therefore cannot be separated from the kind of singular threats to tree health that traditional biosecurity is trying to address.

As with most explorations of values, taking a relational approach to biosecurity is messy (Kenter et al., 2019; Saxena et al., 2018). Caution is required in efforts to cohesively represent biosecurity’s complex interdependencies and values (Healy, 2011; West et al., 2020). Relational values connect people and places (Chan et al., 2016), and their representation impacts these connections. Through the exploration of human-nature relational values, research is also being positioned with respect to te ao Māori (Māori worldviews) (Bataille et al., 2021). In what follows, the authors situate their inquiry to usefully connect with pluralistic ‘knowings and doings’ of biosecurity for biodiversity. Contributions of research to biosecurity through value-making and colonising practices are addressed. The paper concludes by pointing to opportunities for science-society relationships to contribute to decolonising biosecurity.

**Positioning Research in Relationship with Trees Requires Reflection, Reframing, Relating and Re-Presenting**

As Smith et al. (2016) and Maclean et al. (2021) show, reframing research methods, findings and impacts is central to decolonising methodologies. So, the decolonisation of biosecurity for trees requires social sciences to contribute more than detached descriptive acts; a methodology is required that enlivens biosecurity concepts, relationships and practices. Helping those involved with biosecurity to reflect on and reframe their situated relations with trees and pathogens is one of the significant contributions of social science and this paper.

As a group of non-Māori researchers (non-Indigenous to Aotearoa/New Zealand), the authors have attempted to work deeply with the concept of positionality. This academic concept (the topic of much Feminist-, Pacific- and Majority World-inspired scholarship addressing knowledge and power) helps researchers to identify or reposition themselves in power dynamics towards more
just, emancipatory ways of being (Fasavalu et al., 2019; Maclean et al., 2022; Merriam et al., 2001; Muhammad et al., 2015). From this positionality, questions about the limited values guiding biosecurity and care for and with trees were able to be articulated (informed by de la Bellacasa, 2012; Haraway, 2017). Concerns, invitations and relational frames offered through Indigenous leadership were also able to be centred (Greenaway et al., 2021).

To achieve better environmental outcomes and increase Māori contributions to biosecurity, Te Tira Whakamātaki (TTW, the Māori Biosecurity Network) was created in 2016 by Māori biosecurity experts (Black et al., 2019). TTW is raising the profile of Māori communities within biosecurity responses, from active engagement in the early stages of ground surveillance and research design to later phases of data-sharing, hapū-led informed decisions and the ability to influence policy-making. The Biological Heritage National Science Challenge (from here on the Challenge), through a close relationship with TTW, created the Ngā Rakau Taketake programme – saving iconic trees. A waka hourua approach was adopted for co-producing knowledge through the Mobilising for Action programme of the Challenge. The waka hourua approach presents a double-hulled sailing vessel as a guiding metaphor and relational framework for thinking about and planning for the relations of science and mātauranga (this approach is detailed in Harcourt et al., 2021; Rata et al., 2012; and adapted in Maxwell et al., 2020). A direct impact of this relational organising frame is the opportunity for large research programmes to design approaches more transparently for navigating the power asymmetries shaping their contexts.

Core to much of the research being undertaken through the te ao Māori side of the waka hourua was a whakapapa relational approach. A complex and refined system of relations between humans and non-humans, Māori and non-Māori, knowledge and action, the physical and the metaphysical is presented and enlivened through whakapapa scholarship (Roberts, 2013; Salmond et al., 2014; Walters & Ruwhiu, 2021; Wolfgramm et al., 2020). As Forster (2019) indicates, whakapapa (the making of genealogical accounts) is a powerful tool that helps explain new phenomena. Non-Māori social researchers involved with the Mobilising for Action programme were encouraged by Challenge leadership to explore the relational values mixed up with kauri dieback (*Phytophthora agathidicida*) and myrtle rust (*Austropuccinia psidii*).

While there were threads of relationships across these social researchers, this was the first time this grouping worked together. They came together because of professional and organisational relations with previous science for biodiversity and biosecurity initiatives. They had old and new threads of connection to Aotearoa|New Zealand, the UK and Europe, as well as to each other. The authors were also associated with different universities and scientific research institutions in Aotearoa|New Zealand, based in Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland), Ōtautahi (Christchurch), Caerdydd/Cardiff (Cymru|Wales) and Surrey (England). They brought experiences working at the interfaces of research and policy-making for
biosecurity and biodiversity. There were established kauri and pōhutukawa trees where one author resides; another was raising kauri seedlings. For others, kauri had only been briefly glimpsed. Myrtles were, for some, a fond memory from the past or a connection to places now quite distant.

The authors drew on their interdisciplinary social science perspectives, including multi-stakeholder engagement, participatory action research, geography, sociology, anthropology, organisational change, forest health and cultural values. A few of the authors were aiming for transdisciplinarity: to be guided by participants and each other as much as by their own theories of choice. Some were seeking to become allies to Māori collaborators (Margaret, 2010), engaging with te ao Māori and supporting mātauranga initiatives shaping biosecurity and biodiversity systems.

The research team met monthly (online) to review literature, learn about each other’s ways of working, learn about Nga Rākau Taketake, identify opportunities for connecting with science-society networks, write together and explore how to situate the research in these contexts as they were learning more about them. Over the first ten months that they met, read and analysed, policies and programmes were developed shaping the wellbeing of trees in the short and long term, both in Cymru|Wales and Aotearoa|New Zealand. For example, collaborative social science–science spaces have opened in Cymru|Wales due to the co-location of the university and government, as well as the Wellbeing for Future Generations Act (Wales) and its related legislation, the Environment (Wales) Act. In Cymru|Wales, the first Ministers for Climate Change were appointed, and a National Forest for Wales strategy was launched. Similar initiatives were happening in Aotearoa|New Zealand. Our attention also turned to a review of the Research Science and Innovation system, opening opportunities for Tiriti-led science investment (Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, 2022). A review of the Biosecurity Act (1993) was also initiated. Recognising they were part of wider transformation processes, the authors chose to be reflective about their research contributions and what impacts might be possible in this context.

The section below outlines the approaches the authors took to position a 3-year research project (2021–2023) aimed at mobilising care for trees. First, they engaged with the relational frame of the waka hourua; then, they identified the legacies of colonialism shaping biosecurity in Aotearoa and Cymru|Wales. From this deliberation, a methodology was created which enables further deliberation of team visions, processes and perspectives such that more generative approaches to tree care might be enabled through biosecurity.

**A Knowledge Space and Practice to Regenerate Tree-Biosecurity Relations**

From a milieu of context, concepts and practices, a collaborative, polyvocal knowledge-action practice is emerging for more careful tree-biosecurity relations, depicted in Figure 1. From this setting, the authors (depicted in an online meeting on a laptop) identified that a more elaborate lexicon for biosecurity is required to help make the social relations of trees more visible. There are indications that
expressions of care for and with trees, treeescapes and attention to micro-moments (of authority and negotiation) within everyday practices provide opportunities for reworking tree-biosecurity relations (top right corner of Fig. 1.). Narratives of nature valued as a resource, to pathogens as invaders, to the fragmented nature of biosecurity (also illustrated in Fig. 2) provide entry points for social science contributions for biosecurity. Biosecurity narratives in Aotearoa|New Zealand and Cymru|Wales, while very different, were connected through some similar pathogens, science techniques and tree planting narratives, as well as net zero carbon and local economic development (including tourism) rationales (the flora images and text boxes in the middle of Fig. 1). Finally, the processes shown on the bottom and bottom right of the figure present capabilities for knowingly doing biosecurity that is attentive to its colonial legacies. These capabilities are discussed below and are synthesised in Table 1.

Figure 1
Regenerating tree-biosecurity relations

Note. Diagram showing a knowledge space and practice for regenerating tree-biosecurity relations. Copyright 2023 by the authors.

Deliberation about power asymmetries, systemic trauma and the colonising practices of science policy was mixed with discussions about how research methods enact these politics (see Agnew et al., 2008; Braun et al., 2010; Greenaway et al., 2021). While methods themselves can address biases, the choice and prioritising of methods and broader methodological developments are influenced by scientific cultures and systems of validation and legitimation. A collective (if somewhat fragile) understanding is forming across the Challenge of methodologies as knowledge-action capabilities. Some of the authors found that talking about methods liberated and deepened their knowledge production, growing more effective attention to ethics and impacts (Barnes et al., 2007).
This ontological-epistemological (knowingly doing) work of social science provided opportunities for robust contributions to public conversations and culture shifts, caring not only about but for and with trees (and cognisant of the legacies and ongoing trauma of colonisation). One year into a 3-year research project, the work of this research group offers practices of reflection, reframing, relating and re-presenting relationships to help build the capability trees require to co-constitute biosecurity for wellbeing. Further research (2022–2023) will show how these capabilities are developing, and what is enabled and constrained through them.

**Table 1**

*Capabilities regenerating tree-biosecurity relations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflect</th>
<th>Capabilities regenerating tree-biosecurity relations: for researchers and their collaborators knowingly doing biosecurity attentive to its colonial legacies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of relational frames and attention to relationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reframe</td>
<td>The researchers worked with analogies and models that emphasise relationships between elements and not just the elements themselves. Relationships are not just human to human; it was critical to consider inter-relationships between the human and non-human plus non-humans with non-humans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World-making through talk about methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They created ways of working by talking through methods before committing to them. Discussions about the genealogy of research methods as they were adopted enabled the group to assess appropriateness, constraints and opportunities. The aim was to make these more visible to all involved; while it sometimes created confusion, it helped overall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relate</td>
<td>Working with the ethics and politics of relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The group has been working in their various organisations and through research networks to mandate consideration of the knowledge politics shaping biodiversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-present</td>
<td>Strengthening reflexive, participatory and critical thinking practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the above practices include an element of critical reflection that acknowledges the privileges and limitations that affect how people understand trees and their pathogens and how this shapes their actions for trees. Recognition of this helps to find more productive ways of connecting across perspectives and organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transforming everyday practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change will happen in diverse ways; attention to micro-moments and everyday practices helped make change processes more visible; relations are being enacted and re-created every day.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Table showing capabilities regenerating tree-biosecurity relations: knowingly doing biosecurity attentive to its colonial legacies. Copyright 2023 by the authors.
Working with Biosecurity as a Value-Laden Social Phenomenon

Social science visioning of biosecurity as a set of interrelated practices and as a contested idea creates opportunities to show how biosecurity emerges in the context of diverse values (Barker & Francis, 2021). The following situates the research in relationships between Aotearoa|New Zealand and the United Kingdom (UK), in a legacy of constrained and contested conceptions of the social relations of trees, and at a time when Māori leadership and knowledge are reshaping biosecurity operations and science. From this setting, the authors could observe how different values (about and for trees) were shaping the focus and function of biosecurity. The authors also acknowledged that science was at this time being challenged, redesigned and relitigated by new plant pathogens and through complex relations with other ecologies (e.g., freshwater and marine) and other biosecurity concerns (e.g., Coronavirus).

Several authors (e.g., Baldwin & Erickson, 2020; Liboiron, 2021; Whyte, 2017) start from the position that environmental degradation and disruption are a form and product of colonialism. Through this understanding, science is implicated in the related marginalisation of Indigenous (and local) knowledge systems (Watene, 2016). Value systems mobilised in the process of characterising threats (including the identification of who or what creates risk) and in biosecurity mechanisms used for protection (including who or what knowledge is mobilised) largely prioritise measurable, generalisable and universal values and predictable actions over others (Borell et al., 2019; Maclean et al. 2022; Smith et al., 2016). While theorists like Haraway (2018) make the point that value systems are often not knowingly mobilised in science practices, theorists who look at the dynamics of societal relationships with science and technology assert that social and environmental values underpin beliefs about how to mobilise human behaviours and which behaviours can or should be mobilised over others (Ihemezie et al., 2021; Jones et al., 2016). Indigenous knowledges are often dismissed as value-laden, yet western sciences are equally value-laden – as are attempts to distinguish one knowledge system from the other. Indigenous knowledges are also ripe with the spiritual, ethical and ecological values tree-biosecurity relations require (de Sousa Santos, 2007; Hikuroa et al., 2011; Lambert et al., 2018). A false dichotomy is often perpetuated, assuming Indigenous knowledge is value-laden and specific, and scientific knowledge is neutral, objective, generalisable and actionable.

Scholars working on decolonisation and identifying colonial legacies urge us to think (and work) differently with these complex knowledge-value-action relationships. For biosecurity, this means paying attention to the multiple values that inform knowledge about trees and pathogens and finding ways to work with potentially conflicting biosecurity goals (Harding, 2009). Focusing on the processes and relationships of knowledge that shape understandings of trees involves noticing what values are enacted in the relations between science, policy and practice and where and when colonising processes exclude or make ‘others.’ Dialogic approaches invite examination of who benefits, e.g., the science,
ecological system, non-Indigenous and/or Indigenous communities, governments or citizens (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1993; Healy, 2006). Positioned from these perspectives, the following provides a process for navigating tree values and scientific knowledges, offering an agenda for enacting a more polyvocal biosecurity, i.e., open to multiple voices and values, and cognisant of the politics that shape relationships between them.

Moral and Ethical Challenges of Doing Research for Biosecurity and with Trees
There is evidence of an expanding coda of biosecurity threats resulting from the official and unofficial transport of non-native invasive species of plants and animals along the routes of colonisers and travellers, and the emergence of novel pathogens resulting from global processes of climate change (IPCC, 2022; Pörtner, 2021; Tsing et al., 2020). Much scholarship (generated through interconnected social science, science and Indigenous research pathways) reveals colonial and capitalist thinking (represented in discourses that practise dominion over nature and other humans), shaping acceptance that this global movement of goods, people and resources, and the use of nature to support societal progress across the globe, are inevitable (Foster et al., 2011; Hagan & Grove, 1999). Furthermore, Dove (2006) argues that the social sciences are not only an observer of colonising approaches. Social science methods and ideologies, when used naively to articulate Indigenous perspectives, can reproduce the values of the coloniser rather than the colonised. To contribute to new thinking for biosecurity, these moral and ethical challenges also need to be addressed. These concerns are explained in more depth below.

Conventionally, biosecurity has developed as a means of maintaining value and reducing risk to nation-state productivity and natural assets; through this legacy, biosecurity is tied to processes of colonisation – extraction, trade and globalisation – that have fuelled capitalism and a growth-oriented economy. Biosecurity practices are also part of the social contract many nation-states have established to protect human livelihoods and biodiversity, and these practices can reinforce colonialism and protectionism (Blair, 2017). Somewhere between mainstreaming protectionist biosecurity practices and the extraction of natural resources, there is a fine balance. Cooper et al. (2016) suggests this exists when Indigenous perspectives are mobilised as part of a historically situated social contract that protects nature through frameworks of aggregated rights and responsibilities. Using the related concept of indigeneity, the goal is to realise the potential for biosecurity to be informed by an array of human-non-human conceptualisations, including those that seek to protect trees.

Interest in indigeneity and Indigenous systems of knowledge and management (Dove, 2006, p. 193) emerged initially in questions about forest’ assets’ and concerns over the loss of ‘localised systems of resource use under totalising systems of modernity’ for Indigenous communities. There was a recognised need for polyvocality and disagreement (Dove, 2006), prompted by science and
Indigenous management initiatives in the global politics of biodiversity decline, in general, and the significance of protecting plants with cultural or spiritual value, in particular. Advocates for the assignment of cultural management roles and responsibilities to Indigenous communities argued that these should be commensurate with other existing land rights and arrangements (Lambert et al., 2018).

The growing field of science–society relations has since reported extensively on the capacity for such arrangements to reflect environmental ‘disinterest’ by communities where aesthetic or cultural value is separated from utilitarian (‘asset’) values (Cooper et al., 2016). Yet, despite growing recognition of the need to integrate these diverse understandings, few approaches have gone further to show how the integration of diverse values can generate ‘other forms of knowledge’ or ‘other forms of worlding’ (Saxena et al., 2018, p. 46; Yusoff, 2013). The following reflects on and reframes tree-biosecurity relations drawing attention to polyvocality, or, at least, multiple perspectives.

Science–Society Relations and Suppression of Indigenous–Tree Relations
In Aotearoa|New Zealand, stories of biosecurity often narrate back to the arrival of Captain Cook and his crew. Of note are explorers’ efforts to take taonga (treasured) species back to Europe while also making way for the subsequent arrival of British settlers, the confiscation of Māori land and the delegitimising of mātauranga through violence and legislation (Moewaka Barnes & McCreanor, 2019). This practice of colonial extraction, including collecting tree specimens, was repeated across many British colonies.

Over the last 250 years, plant specimens have continued to circulate to and from Aotearoa|New Zealand, through their own agency and human interventions, including some shared scientific endeavours. At the same time, particular commodities have grown in significance, and relationships have strengthened between empire and colony, improving knowledge of exotic species, their productivity and biosecurity (Dibden et al., 2011; Fagan, 2005). Relations between Aotearoa|New Zealand and the United Kingdom are revised and re-invigorated as multi-directional, but still embedded in the extraction of knowledge; economics; and cultures (Maye et al., 2012; Potter, 2013). In Aotearoa|New Zealand and Cymru|Wales, these appear as threats, invasions, risks and incursions. Resulting in commitments to internationally agreed identification, surveillance and risk monitoring systems – tied into free trade agreements, while also recognising threats to markets and national sovereignty.

In one view, these practices of collection were about scientific curiosity and exploration. Many species were novel, and the collection of them supported scientific expertise and ecological knowledge. Many collections remain housed in museums across the United Kingdom (Kew, Natural History Museum), in various forms (art paintings, botanical wax sculptures, pressed plants, seed collections, including in the National Museum Wales) but also as living trees in arboretums
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(e.g., Tregrehan Garden Cornwall; Botanic Gardens Bristol). There are also numerous biographies written about plant collectors of the British Colonial Empire that emphasise the significance of their scientific exploration and curiosity. These narratives have, in turn, been assessed by scholars in literature and humanities who have largely supported the view that the representations of these scientific endeavours reflect colonialist discourses of power and knowledge (Craciun & Terrall, 2019; Harding, 2009; Krige, 2019). The same scholarly analysis has also revealed alternative discourses and representations, not least because a significant proportion of these collectors were women (both married or single) who made these journeys in the context of otherwise Edwardian, etc., confinement for women (Shteir, 1996).

For Māori and many Indigenous scholars, such narratives about colonisation through scientific practices of collection and renaming of plants and trees cannot be de-brutalised. Such tensions sit alongside the role of the Millennium Seed Bank at Kew as a recognised global resource for conservation and protection against the global threats that trees face.

This introduces another perspective on the relations of biosecurity that Indigenous academics emphasise: the traumatic and exploitative relations imposed through the colonisation of Aotearoa|New Zealand. This has seen both Māori and the natural environment suffer disastrous declines in both health and wellbeing. Such loss of cultural and spiritual resources for health and wellbeing has resulted in a disconnection from knowledge sources imposed by colonial ways of life that Māori were disciplined into through criminality and punishment (Consedine & Consedine, 2012).

Moewaka Barnes & McCreanor (2019) note that this ‘lived experience of injustice, brutality, deprivation and marginalisation has been transmitted across multiple generations, aggravated by land loss, economic disempowerment, poverty, disease and racism’ (p. 23). Indeed, as Reid et al. (2017) stress, the trauma of colonisation cannot simply be relegated to the past, perceived as ‘a set of traumatising historic events,’ but rather it must be understood that colonisation ‘creates a traumatising environment, one in which Indigenous peoples are not only exposed to historic traumas but suffer additional traumas created by the colonising atmosphere of the settler nation-state (p. 16).

As such, the process of collecting and naming plant and tree specimens is not a neutral practice. Returning to Tynan’s (2021) assertions about relationality, science occurs within such a colonising atmosphere that Aotearoa|New Zealand’s environmental management practices have arisen, underpinned by an approach that Moewaka Barnes & McCreanor (2019) refer to as ‘whenua (land) as the determinant of wealth’ rather than the te ao Māori perspective of ‘whenua as the determinant of health’ (p. 24). Te reo me ngā tikanga (Māori language and language conventions) are also worldmaking practices ascribing significance and meaning, relationships to people and places, as well as responsibilities and accountabilities. When Indigenous knowledges are excluded through taxonomy practices and Latin binomial conventions, several opportunities for protecting
those species can also be lost. Along with physical and material violence, it is with these relations of cultural and environmental violence that biosecurity must also contend.

As mentioned previously, the cultural violence of colonisation is not only limited to the extraction of resources but also its protection (Blair, 2017). The National Parks Act 1980 placed all of New Zealand’s national parks within a utilitarian framework aimed to preserve the lands’ for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, use and enjoyment of the public’ (Part 1, section 4, p. 12). Similar legislation creating the National Parks in Cymru|Wales had been implemented in the 1950s. The National Parks framework was colonial in its goals, focusing as it did on creating protected landscapes of significance as an outcome of economic development, particularly tourism. It did so without consideration of relational (including spiritual and kinship) values, nor commitments to co-management with Māori, let alone recognition of te Tiriti o Waitangi. Similarly, while Kew was an early leader in seed banking practices, its colonial legacy is recognised.

Opposition to these colonising practices has not been passive, as evident through the Wai 262 claim,10 the Te Awa Tupuna (Whanganui River Claim settlement11), and countless enactments of environmental protection and restoration (Hikuroa et al., 2018; Moewaka Barnes et al., 2021; Panelli & Tipa, 2007; Ruru et al., 2017). Yet despite these efforts, colonial power structures that privilege Pākehā (New Zealanders of English-speaking European descent) voices and western science perspectives persist, leading to Māori researchers being underrepresented (McAllister et al., 2020) and their contributions to science (McKinley, 2005) and mātauranga (Hikuroa, 2017) too often being undervalued (Ruru & Nikora, 2021). This echoes Tynan’s (2021) assertion that relationality matters when considering responses to such a crisis. Responsibility for confronting this injustice cannot fall solely on Māori.

Having exposed how biosecurity in Aotearoa|New Zealand is constrained by its colonial legacies (privileging Pākehā voices and colonising science perspectives), it is now possible to show that these legacies make less visible relational approaches to tree care. This relationality realises multiple truths, and this is even more so when relationality is for, rather than about, biosecurity.

Discussion: Reflecting on, Reframing, Relating with and Re-Presenting Trees and Biosecurity

Because biosecurity is a value-laden phenomenon, there is a need in both academic and operational settings to work with relational values in new and even unexpected ways. This is because science knowledge-action systems12 hold both personal and professional values, and the two may not align, causing tensions. In Aotearoa|New Zealand, Māori-led organisations have, until the last decade, largely been excluded from state-led biosecurity responses, as such tensions have been reduced by excluding values that may not be aligned (Lambert et al., 2018; Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2009, p. 3). Despite these exclusions and over 200 years
of oppression and attempts to disconnect Māori from the land, iwi (extended kinship group) and hapū (kinship group) have, in some places, maintained active care for trees.

In the group discussions informing this paper, it was noted, in both the Welsh and the Aotearoa|New Zealand contexts, that the idea that relational values might contribute to biosecurity was not new to many Indigenous knowledge-action systems or those involved in the social-ecological sciences (Dyke, 2018). Additionally, Pasifika scholarship has long invited readers to develop a deeper understanding of connections – of the spaces between (as discussed in Fasavalu, 2019, p. 13). There is still much work to be done to realise the potential of working with relational values in ways that can enliven the social relations of trees.

The inclusion of a relational-value framing within IPBES initiatives came with the hope (as argued by Chan et al., 2016) of more inclusive and responsive connections of biodiversity to wellbeing (e.g., connection to others, place attachment). Thus, seeing humans as part of, impacting on and impacted by nature (Pascual et al., 2017). It was noted in discussions across the group of authors that recent investments in trees for net zero (carbon emissions) did not promote co-benefits, such as those associated with learning and artistic inspiration, symbolic meanings and cultural identity connections and wellbeing (Gawith et al., 2020; MacBride-Stewart et al., 2016, 2019; Tadaki et al., 2017).

More than identifying relational values, regenerating tree-biosecurity relations

One of the many points of departure and return in the research team’s discussions was the way that priority has typically been given to understanding environmental values as intrinsic or instrumental. These values are often represented through policy as substitutable by means of production but also as indicators of societal development. In this use of values, the worldwide biodiversity loss due to changes in land-use (mono-cultures, urban expansion, deforestation), exploitation (fishing, hunting), climate change, pollution, invasive species, etc., leaves a paradox that has also become the norm. In this perspective, better science (including social science) only alienates Indigenous perspectives more, but that science and, particularly, social science is necessary to understand how Indigenous perspectives are being affected by this decline (Healy, 2011).

An IPBES report (2022) called for a transformation in how humanity relates to nature, ‘decoupling the idea of a good and meaningful life from ever-increasing material consumption.’ This argument supports the view that values in the science–society relationship are not benign; different kinds of values (beyond utilitarian and extractive) need to be promoted. For example, kauri trees have cultural values as well as economic and ecological values. Cultural values have often not correlated well with ecological values, as evident in the distinct differences between Boswijk’s (2005) natural history of the kauri and Feary’s (2012) cosmological and cultural history of kauri, but also in discussions held in UK and NZ. In both accounts, there are overlaps in values where kauri represent ‘rootedness in place
and mobility’ (Feary, 2012, pp. 2–5) and evidence of early presence and expansion across Aotearoa|New Zealand (Boswijk, 2005). However, this elevation of an approach to always represent both cultural and ecological values risks shifting earlier colonial interpretations towards an updated form of ‘green’ or ‘ecoprimivism’ (Davidov, 2012; Saxena et al., 2018). The researchers were alerted to the need to find better ways to understand how cultural and ecological values integrate and potentially regenerate.

There is also a multiplicity of relations shaping science
The process through which the team learnt about the colonial bias and legacy in Cymru|Wales’ biosecurity system may have helped to avoid simple reductionism related to either place and/or culture and to recognise what Liboiron (2021) has termed ‘finding allies in unexpected places’ (p. 129). Efforts to avoid privileging one perspective over another connect broader Indigenous worldviews and approaches to the increasing inclusion of multiple cultural and ecological values found in contemporary sustainable and stewardship-oriented approaches (Raymond et al., 2016). Describing the ways in which many colonial schools become disloyal to colonialism, Liboiron (2021) asserts that the ‘anticolonial’ sciences function in pluralistic ways that are sometimes arrayed with, adjacent to or even explicitly against dominant knowledge-action systems. Considerable evidence of the colonial approach being subverted was found when the authors reflected on literature showing how both peoples and trees have disrupted expectations for efficient co-ordinated biosecurity (see ‘Healing Fragmentation of Forest Biosecurity Networks: A Conceptual and Reflexive Mapping Analysis of Postcolonial Relations that Matter in Aotearoa and Wales’ in this journal edition of Knowledge Cultures by MacBride-Stewart et al.).

The possibility of intergenerational and multispecies justice
So the research became focused on highlighting relationships and the effects of knowing the world relationally and recognising that this does not rest solely with Indigenous knowledge or values (Cooper et al., 2016; Kawharu, 2000; Watene, 2016; West et al., 2020). It is noted that valuing nature for humans, or humans valuing nature, is just one of a multi-dimensional array of science–society conceptions through which colonialism, capitalism, biosecurity and biodiversity decline are linked. Certainly, it is impossible to talk of Indigenous perspectives without them having been touched by these forms of contact, production and exchange, locally and globally. However, while the possibility of intergenerational and multispecies justice is key to an understanding of the coevolution of Indigenous science, society and environmental values (Celermajer et al., 2020; Stewart-Harawira, 2005; Winter, 2020), often what is missing is the specificity of context in which those relations and Indigenous perspectives are shaped.

Rather than thinking about colonial relations as a history of a place, the research project has been positioned to re-present science as reinforcing colonial relations.
relevant to kauri and *Myrtaceae* well beyond Aotearoa/New Zealand. Indeed, these colonial relations also trace back to the treescapes of Cymru/Wales. The relational research approach that the authors have developed made it more possible to see the mobile relationships of biosecurity (not just pathogens) at work in different contexts.

**Capabilities for fostering tree-biosecurity relations**

This ability to see things differently and thus to understand and engage with them differently, can be understood as a capability (informed by Nussbaum, 2002). Further capabilities for fostering relational approaches to tree care were adopted, which may be useful beyond this project (to be assessed in 2023). These capabilities (see Table 1) of relating, reflecting, reframing and re-presenting focus on the actions as well as the deliberations supported through the process of critically exploring positionality (see Carling et al., 2014 for further articulation of the need to do more than articulate an insider/outsider perspective).

In a polyvocal biosecurity system understood from the perspective of differently located social scientists, these capabilities all emerged as important, with some at times being more important than others. Polyvocality requires of researchers, their collaborators and their funders, reflexive consideration of the multiple ways in which they might act and what multiple politics and ethics might be enacted through research priorities and practices. But how do we grow and retain these capabilities in a way that shapes tree health and does not alienate or cause violence to communities?

Reviews of earlier drafts of this paper prompted authors to consider how they expressed what this positionality work has achieved. As well as guiding the creation of a 3-year research project, this positionality provided some of the authors with a platform in their organisations to promote and make visible several other decolonising or Tiriti o Waitangi-centred initiatives. For others in the group, it gave them a footing for working more closely with te ao Māori. Whilst Māori reviewers, colleagues and collaborators supported the significance of the relational approach presented here, the authors were also cautioned that anything more than tentative claims is inappropriate in a context where Indigenous scholars still struggle to have their work validated through avenues appropriate to their knowledge systems.

Finally, positionality is ever unfolding; always in the making as relationships develop and are revised. This paper presents hints of the concepts, places and people the authors have woven together as they collectively identified the contributions they could make to their contexts. For this paper, the authors presented their exploration of the literature on decolonising science, biosecurity and relationality. The inclusion of terms such as fragmentation, care and regeneration indicates the additional literatures explored, which are elaborated in related papers detailing the other phases of the research project.
Conclusion
Relationality matters for biosecurity. It can hold biosecurity in place, while, at other moments, it can disrupt it. Attention to the social relations of trees forces a thorough assessment of how research performs in the world, of scientific impact. Consequently, the work outlined in this paper is no longer positioned to address how research should inform tree protection; instead, it can ask how research shapes care for and with trees, and it can foster more possibilities for tree-biosecurity relations. This ongoing inquiry invites polyvocal reflection on how conceptual frameworks (e.g., Nature Futures and Ecosystem Services Frameworks or science–society); metaphors (e.g., the waka hourua, treescapes and systems), practices (e.g., taxonomy and positioning research) and importantly values (e.g., relational, intrinsic and utility) are shaping biosecurity for and with trees in and through Aotearoa/New Zealand to Cymru/Wales. Working with relationality provides a mode of accountability applicable to the decolonisation of biosecurity.

Enactments of co-governance enabled by te Tiriti o Waitangi in Aotearoa/New Zealand have generated the opportunity for this intellectual and grounded enquiry into tree-biosecurity relations. This work is part of a collective enterprise across science–society and is sited across research projects and localities. Because detached linear accounts of research for biosecurity are still privileged, positioning work was needed to impactfully engage with the plurality of ways of knowing trees (and their pathogens) the authors were encountering. Across the globe, there are places where tree-biosecurity relations fragment, limiting the potential for wellbeing. Surviving in this fragmentation are possibilities for more ethical, just relationships with trees and their pathogens. New capabilities across science–society relationships will realise these possibilities.
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Notes
1. The work outlined in this paper is part of Ngā Rākau Taketake, a programme funded by the New Zealand Ministry for Business Innovation and Employment to combat kauri dieback (*Phytophthora agathicida*) and myrtle rust (*Austropuccinia psidii*) as part of the Biological Heritage National Science Challenge. To read more, visit the Ngā Rākau Taketake website (Mobilising for Action, n.d.), in particular, the ‘Our Research: Postcolonial Biosecurity Possibilities’ page.

2. By leadership of the Biological Heritage National Science Challenge through the research funding process (for background see Norton et al., 2016).

3. By now the reader will have noted this paper is written in third person. This was done for 2 reasons, to minimise portrayal of a homogenous shared experience of the research team. Use of third person gave more room to illustrate the multiple perspectives held by those involved. Secondly it gave the opportunity to more clearly present a number of subjectivities those involved were exploring, as well as the wider set of relationships the group had rather than reify typical research project identities.

4. For further information, see the editorial for this edition by Harvey & McEntee and the ‘About Us: Waka Hourua’ of the Mobilising for Action page (Mobilising for Action, n.d.).

5. The decolonising work of waka hourua framing is still being explored. We include reference to Maxwell et al. (2020) and Harcourt et al. (2021), because they are developing waka taurua framing, adding temporal and outcome-oriented relational elements. Other scholars point to the relational space between kāwanatanga and rangatiratanga, presented in Matike Mai Aotearoa (2016).

6. For example, the Native Schools Act (1867) which introduced the teaching of English and overtime violently prohibited use of Te Reo Māori. The Tohunga Suppression Act (1907) was an Act of the New Zealand Parliament aimed at replacing tohunga as traditional Māori healers with western medicine. For more details see Moon (2008).

7. Early Welsh migrants to New Zealand were largely represented in seafaring, whaling and gold mining, where settler communities had a role in extracting minerals and devastating marine life.

8. For more detail about one of these women, see Del (1996).

9. This tension is also evident in this paper, we used Latin names for kauri and *Myrtaceae* when we first introduced them. Our response was to also include some of their te reo Māori names.

10. The Wai 262 claim was a Waitangi Tribunal claim lodged in 1991. It was called the ‘Wai 262’ claim because it was the 262nd claim lodged in the Waitangi Tribunal. It was also known as the ‘flora and fauna’ claim. The claim was one of the largest and most complex in the Waitangi Tribunal’s history. It was the Waitangi Tribunal’s first ‘whole-of-government’ inquiry examining the policy
areas of more than 20 government departments and agencies. For further details, see Te Puni Kokiri (2022).

11. For further information, see Whanganui District Council (2023).

12. Maclean et al. (2022) promote deep situated understanding of research impact relations.
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**Glossary**

**hapū**
local sub-tribes that make up larger iwi groupings, at local or district geographic level

**iwi**
an extended kinship group, tribe, nation, people, nationality, race; often refers to a large group of people descended from a common ancestor and associated with a distinct territory

**kairangahau Māori**
Māori researchers

**kaupapa Māori**
Māori approach, Māori topic, Māori customary practice, Māori institution, Māori agenda, Māori principles, Māori ideology; a philosophical doctrine, incorporating the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values of Māori society

**kauri**
*Agathis australis*

**kauri dieback**
*Phytophthora agathidicida*

**kāwanatanga**
government, dominion, rule, authority, governorship, province

**mātauranga**
Māori knowledge, Māori knowledge system, belief system, wisdom

**myrtle rust**
*Austropuccinia psidii*

**Pākehā**
New Zealander of European descent; probably originally applied to English-speaking Europeans living in Aotearoa/New Zealand

**rangatiratangaright**
to exercise authority, chiefly autonomy, chiefly authority, kingdom, realm, sovereignty, principality, self-determination, self-management

**tangata tiriti**
the people of te Tiriti o Waitangi who are in relationship with tangata whenua

**tangata whenua**
the local people, hosts, indigenous people; people born of the whenua, i.e., of the placenta and of the land where the people’s ancestors have lived and where their placenta are buried.

**taonga**
treasure, anything prized; applied to anything considered to be of value, including socially or culturally valuable objects, resources, phenomenon, ideas and techniques

**te ao Māori**
the Māori way of perceiving and understanding the world, and the values and systems of thought that underpin those perceptions

**te reo me ngā tikanga Māori**
language and language conventions

**Te Tiriti o Waitangi**
the Treaty of Waitangi: one of Aotearoa New Zealand’s founding documents, establishing rights, responsibilities and relationships between the Crown and tangata whenua; takes its name from the place in the Bay of Islands where it was first signed, on 6 February 1840

**waka hourua/waka taurua**
a double-hulled sailing vessel

**whakapapa**
ancestral lineage, hierarchical assemblage of descendants, inter-connections